Evaluation of the Computer-based Battery for Oral Language (BILOv3) through the Rasch model for a Brazilian Sample*

En Brasil, existen pocas pruebas para evaluar la comprensión del lenguaje oral, en particular de las informatizadas. Por lo tanto, este estudio tuvo como objetivo investigar las características psicométricas de una batería computarizada, constituida por seis pruebas, para evaluar lenguaje oral, BILOv3, utilizando el modelo de Rasch. En forma colectiva, 569 niños respondieron BILOv3. Un análisis general de la batería indica que la prueba para completar oraciones fue la de mayor índice de dificultad, mientras que las pruebas de completar historias obtuvieron el más bajo, si bien, en esta última, se encuentran dificultades en cuanto a comprensión morfosintáctica, organización lógico-verbal e interpretación. En lo que se refiere a precisión, el coeficiente de Kuder-Richardson varió desde 0.8 hasta 0.97, demostrándose así la consistencia de la prueba. Estos resultados son evidencias de validez y precisión para BILOv3.
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Resumen
- There are few tests in Brazil to assess the comprehension of oral language, especially the ones that are computer-based. Thus, this study aimed at investigating psychometric characteristics for a computer-based battery for Oral Language, BILOv3 using the Rasch Model. 569 children collectively answered BILOv3, which consists of 6 tests ok. A general analysis of the battery indicated that the test Completing Sentences was the one with the highest index of difficulty, whereas the test Completing Stories was the lowest. However, in the latter, there are difficult items regarding Morpho-syntactic Comprehension, Logical-Verbal Organization and Story Interpretation. As far as precision was concerned, the Kuder-Richardson coefficient varied from 0.80 to 0.97, which shows that the test is consistent. These results are evidences of validity and precision for BILOv3.
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Abstract
- There are few tests in Brazil to assess the comprehension of oral language, especially the ones that are computer-based. Thus, this study aimed at investigating psychometric characteristics for a computer-based battery for Oral Language, BILOv3 using the Rasch Model. 569 children collectively answered BILOv3, which consists of 6 tests ok. A general analysis of the battery indicated that the test Completing Sentences was the one with the highest index of difficulty, whereas the test Completing Stories was the lowest. However, in the latter, there are difficult items regarding Morpho-syntactic Comprehension, Logical-Verbal Organization and Story Interpretation. As far as precision was concerned, the Kuder-Richardson coefficient varied from 0.80 to 0.97, which shows that the test is consistent. These results are evidences of validity and precision for BILOv3.
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language is a means of representation and communication that involves intrinsic meanings and, therefore, must be understood in the context of social interaction. (Araújo et al., 2010). In order to establish proper communication, the subject must be able to use a linguistic variety of styles or registers that vary according to contingencies and the standards of interaction learned. Particularly for children, the use of language, the production and comprehension of language are relevant indicators of the access they have to learning situations and group affiliation (Wagner et al., 2010).

According to Ferreira et al. (2010) and Sternberg (2010), language is divided in two different areas: receptive and expressive language. Receptive language is the possibility to understand words and gestures, while expressive language is the ability to use gestures, words, signs and other written symbols for communication. Receptive language is associated with the semantic sphere and the comprehension of the linguistic code, and it allows the inference of meaning from plausible contexts (Johnson et al., 2009). On the other hand, expressive language is associated with the phonetic sphere of language and the ability to talk and communicate orally (Smeeckens, Riksen-Walraven, & Bakel, 2008).

Traditionally, the role of oral language comprehension has received little scientific attention; more emphasis has been given to studies about oral production. However, the comprehension skills offer the base to learn new meanings and symbols, and both the comprehension of spoken words – receptive vocabulary, as well as sentences (receptive grammar) may develop at a point when the child still does not have the ability of oral production. As for children who are unable to talk, the comprehension of spoken language contributes for communicative exchange and provides the basis for their learning about the world as a whole (Geytenbeek et al., 2010).

In neuropsychological terms, language comprehension is increasingly seen as a process of wide distribution, including cortical and subcortical regions that go beyond temporal and parietal regions of the brain (Tremblay & Small, 2011). There is evidence of the relation between the brain development, language and other cognitive functions involved in the organization of linguistic sub-systems, such as phonology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Such relationships involve various mental processes that enable the understanding of a message and precede the act of speaking. More specifically, they refer to the functioning of a speaking person in activities of perception, comprehension, memory, production and meta-language (Crespo-Allende & Alfaro-Faccio, 2010; Gahyva & Hage, 2010; Hincaí­p­é-Henao et al., 2008; Rodríguez, Santana, & Caballero, 2012).

DSM IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2002) classifies the Receptive Language Disorder as a condition in which language comprehension by the child is below the expected standards. Characteristics of this disorder vary according to the degree of the condition and the age of the child, and include limited speech, limited vocabulary, difficulty learning new words, errors in lexical choice, abbreviated sentences, simple grammar structures, limited variety of grammar and/or types of sentences, omission of critical parts of a sentence, unusual word order and slow language development in general. Children with this kind of disorder frequently start to speak at a later age and go through the several stages of expressive language development more slowly than expected.

Despite the relevance of the evaluation, alterations in receptive language for children in school age still has a very poor prognosis and there is the need for more research on efficient intervention and evaluation instruments (Bishop et al., 2006; Crespo-Allende & Alfaro-Faccio, 2010). In Brazil, there are few formal instruments available for clinical evaluation, particularly regarding the standardization of language comprehension patterns (Macedo et al., 2007), that enable the observation and description of processes directly involved with language, as well as the interaction among such factors and the related cognitive processes (Gahyva & Hage, 2010).

Most of the tests used in research that evaluates language, focus on receptive vocabulary and grammar comprehension. There is, however, the need to develop more work in ideal research situations that include oral comprehension of other...
areas that compose language, such as sequence comprehension of oral language (Bermúdez-James & Satre-Gómez, 2010; Gurgel et al., 2010).

The difficulty in using adequate psychometric instruments is even greater when computer-based tools are involved, given the lack of these in Brazil. When planning and developing computer-based tools installed in local computers or internet-based tools (Prieto, 1999), one must consider the possibility of using multimedia resources associated to programming techniques, which makes it viable to measure results or abilities that, until then, could not be measured (Bennett, 2001; Joly & Reppold, 2010; Wall, 2000).

According to Evers, Sijtsma, Lucassem, and Meijer (2010), the criteria used to evaluate the quality of tests, paper-based or computer-based, are especially focused on the analysis of theoretical references, of testing materials, of manuals and of accuracy and validity evidences. In both contexts, advanced statistical methods must be used to analyze items, such as the Item Response Theory (IRT), for the constant update of references (domain-referenced and criterion-referenced interpretation) and to estimate the accuracy of items, all of these considered according to the characteristics of the investigated sample.

One of the computer-based tests currently being studied in Brazil is the Computer-based Battery for Oral Language-BILOv3 – BILO. This instrument, developed by Joly (2008), aims at evaluating oral language in children from five to ten years of age. There are several studies reporting evidences of content validity, results, criteria and precision. Since its creation, the battery has already been organized in three different versions due to technical adjustments that were needed in order to increase the appropriateness and psychometric qualities of tests that compose the battery. Considering the need to investigate the BILOv3 with samples from different parts of Brazil, the objective of this study is to present a study about validity evidences of the Computer-based Battery for Oral Language-BILOv3 through the Rasch model for children from Porto Alegre (RS, Brazil).

Previous Studies with BILO

Studies conducted with BILOv1 (Joly et al., 2008) were conducted with children and specialists in Psychology, Information Technology and Communication, who validated the battery of tests using the validation criteria of SAPI, a computer-based psychological evaluation system (Joly et al., 2005). TESTFACT was used for the analysis of each test in order to study the validity of results of this version. Results indicated that four of them attended the one-dimensional model - Morpho-syntactic Comprehension (MC), Logical Sequence (LS), Logical-Verbal Organization (LVO) and Completing Sentences (CSe) – while the others - Interpreting Stories (ISt), Completing Paragraphs (CP) and Completing Stories (CSt) still needed that items scoring below 0.30 be removed to attend such criteria.

The analysis of each item in BILOv1 was made by testing each one of them through the Item Response Theory (IRT) using a three-parameter model, as well as evaluating the precision of each one of them. Alterations were suggested for MC, LVO, CSe, and CSt for items whose difficulty level ($b$) was too high; the tests LS, ISt and CP showed good adequacy to the three parameters. The precision measured by the Kuder Richardson Test (KR-20) varied from 0.64 (LVO) to 0.97(CSt). Analysis relating each test to the total score of BILOv1 indicated that there is a connection between cognitive abilities and language abilities related to oral comprehension, validating the work and content of BILOv1.

Other evidences of validity for BILOv1 were revealed by researches developed by Joly and Piovezan (2008) regarding mental maturity, by Almeida and Joly (2008) regarding vocabulary (performance in the Peabody Test of Vocabulary through Images) and by Issa (2008) regarding attention and hyperactivity. Based on these studies, it could be concluded that there are statistically significant differences for participants’ performance according to their grade level and age. The study of Issa (2008) showed that there are no significant differences in score regarding participants’ gender.
BILOv2 was studied by Joly and Dias (2009), Joly, Piovesan et al. (2009) and Joly, Reppold, and Dias (2010). Such studies indicated evidences of precision for all tests, excepting Completing Paragraphs (CP), of criterion validity of BILOv2 regarding development and learning, and result validity of BILOv2 through the correlation of tests with converging results.

BILOv3 was developed taking into consideration the need to remove test CP – Completing Paragraphs, to reformulate items that presented vocabulary problems and to reduce the number of items so that all tests had the same number of questions. Validity of BILO version 3 was shown in studies of Joly (2010), Istome (2010), Soares et al. (2010) and Freitas (2011), conducted in different Brazilian cities (São Paulo, Itatiba, Macapá, and Natal), and by a correlation study with various tests in the expected magnitude and direction. Although the three versions of BILO have psychometric studies, tests still need to be analyzed through the Item Response Theory (IRT) in order to validate the battery, taking into account the relationship between the child's abilities and the item difficulty (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Tristán & Vidal, 2007; Van der Linden & Hambleton, 2010).

Models of Item Response Test aim at evaluating the latent traits as non-observable abilities underlying the observable behavior analyzed by the answers in items of the test. Two characteristics of IRT can be mentioned. The first is about the possibility of attributing to the same metric scale the difficulty of the items, as well as the subjects' abilities. The mathematical model on which IRT is based allows the prediction of the probability of a person's right answers in a given ability represented by the results of the test (Fletcher, 1994); The second is in relation to the premise of providing invariable measures for cognitive performance, which does not depend on the items that compose the test or people tested. Thus, an IRT allows us to compare results of tests of variable difficulty and include results in cognitive performance in the same scale (Urbina, 2007).

This analysis model through the Item Response Test has been used in psychological and educational evaluation qualitative processes, such as the ability scales, to evaluate and follow the knowledge acquired by students, as well as the development of basic abilities, as it can help one reflect on items that are not working as expected. The observation of people's adaptation allows the identification of those who did not respond the test as expected. It is believed that these indicators can guide the process of measuring as they detect deficiency in adjusting or results that are too good to be true. In both cases further investigation is necessary in order to understand what happens to data (Wright and Stone, 1999), the object of investigation for BILOv3 by using the Rasch Model, aiming at identifying validity evidences for students from Porto Alegre (RS, Brazil).

**Method**

**Sample**

Subjects of this study were 569 children, ages five to 14 (\(M = 8.71; SD = 1.4\)), regularly enrolled in schools. Subjects were from public and private schools in the city of Porto Alegre, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Sample size was calculated according to “items/subjects ratio” (Pasquali, 1999). This criterion suggests a number of subjects ten times larger than the number of items when an exploratory analysis is to be made, such as in this study.

The education level of the tested children ranged from the first to the fourth year of basic education as defined by the new nine-year Brazilian education system. However, during data collection period, some 4th grade classes from the previous system still remained (3.3%). These classes were also included in the sample because children were in the studied age bracket. Gender distribution was uniform, with 52.5% girls, 45.7% boys, and 1.8% not identified.

**Material**

**Computer-based Battery for Oral Language-BILOv3** (Joly, 2008)

The purpose of BILO is to assess oral comprehension by students within the first nine years of formal
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education under the present Brazilian education system. BILOv3 was developed with the Run Revolution software, which offers multimedia resources. The program also interfaces with a MySQL database, for storage of test responses. It generates an application, which is installed in each computer. BILO consists of five tests, covering morpho-syntactic analysis, logical sequence, sentence comprehension, and story comprehension. Tests relating to language comprehension, in terms of its structuring into sentences and storylines, were prepared using the Cloze Oriented System – SOC (Joly, 2007). The SOC enables users to organize a text to be used in reading comprehension assessments, built according to specific criteria regarding number of words, omitted words, gap sizes and answer options, aiming to define different levels of comprehension difficulty. Because this assessment was focused on spoken language, with subjects that had not acquired the formal reading code, it was based on spoken instructions and responses presented in the form of simple line drawings, with no details. Drawings were selected based on symbols, meanings and contexts that were familiar to children. Each screen contains only one item of the test; after a response is chosen, respondent is asked to confirm his or her answer in order to continue the test. Responses and total time spent per item are recorded in a database.

Tests were applied collectively, guided by a test administrator and an assistant, and were administered to groups of 15 respondents at most, in a computer laboratory. The average application time was 40 minutes. Per item, per test, and general correction criteria were applied. Each test contains 10 multiple-choice items with three answer options. The contents of two options, including the correct answer, belong to the same grammatical class or category. The third option belongs to a different grammatical class or category than the correct answer. The total sum of points per item determines the score per test, up to a maximum score of 20 points. The total sum of scores per test results in the total score. The battery begins with an interactive tutorial to demonstrate the computer interface features to be used to answer the BILO. In this tutorial, respondent is asked to complete a few items, in order to practice the necessary abilities. Each test can be described as follows:

Test 1: Morpho-syntactic Comprehension (MC): aims to assess the relationship between a word and its graphical representation, revealing the comprehension of meaning.

Test 2: Logical Sequence (LS): assesses respondent’s logical and temporal organization of visual stimuli organized into scenes that tell a story when arranged into the correct sequence.

Test 3: Logical-Verbal Organization (LVO): assesses receptive comprehension of the content of a story presented in its entirety both on video and orally, through logical organization of scenes that represent that content.

Test 4: Story Interpretation (SI): assesses receptive comprehension of three stories, through multiple-choice questions.

Test 5: Completing Sentences (CSe): assesses comprehension of words organized into sentences, where one noun has been omitted.

Test 6 - Completing Stories (CSt): assesses oral comprehension of stories. Each complete story is first introduced as a video (images and audio), and then by writing on a screen, accompanied by the respective audio, with response options for each item (images) omitted according to the SOC.

Procedure

The Institutional Ethics Committees of both universities that were involved in its execution authorized this study. Tests were applied collectively to groups of five to 10 respondents, in single sessions, guided by a test administrator and an assistant, in the computer laboratories of each school. Children answered the battery on individual computers, with headphones plugged in, for an average duration of 30 minutes.

Results and Discussion

Items of the Computer-based Battery for Oral Language – version 3 were analyzed using the Rasch model, since according to Evers, Sijtsma, Lucassen, and Meijer (2010), advances in
this field require not only the construction of high-quality tests, but also the use of advanced statistical models, such as the Rasch, in addition to computer-based tests (Bennett, 2001; Wall, 2000). Each test was analyzed independently, observing the unidimensionality assumption (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Pasquali, 2007), as already applied in previous versions (Joly, 2009; Joly & Dias, 2009; Joly et al., 2008).

In the Morpho-syntactic Comprehension test (MC), based on results described in Table 1, items presented difficulty levels ranging from -0.76 to 0.62. This reveals that items were easy to answer, as the metric for this parameter ranges from -3 to +3, with the correct answer targeted at +0.5 according to the estimated ability level of the subject (Linacre, 2002; Pasquali, 2007). It was observed that items could be grouped into three easier items (items 4, 7 and 9), four midrange items (1, 6, 8 and 10), and three items with difficulty values higher than 0.50 (2, 3 and 5).

Regarding infit and outfit values, the mean infit value for this test was 1.01 (SD = 0.18) and every item presented values within the critical limit range, namely 0.7 to 1.5, which is considered to be the criterion for good fit (Linacre, 2002). Given that infit refers to response patterns that do not fit the expectations for inliers (i.e., the subjects to whose ability levels the difficulty of the items was targeted), results of the morpho-syntactic comprehension test for the sample indicated that the group of items did not reveal discrepancies in the difficulty values of each item when targeted on the estimated abilities of subjects.

For outfit values, pertaining to unexpected response patterns by subjects with ability levels far from the difficulty of the items, the mean value for MC test items was 0.93 (SD = 0.32). Table 1 shows that only one item (9) presented values below the lower limit of the acceptable range (0.5), indicating that the answers given to this item did not fit the expected patterns based on the estimated MC abilities of respondents of this study.

The observed indices of correlation between a subject’s MC ability and his or her response ranged from 0.34 to 0.59. According to Wright and Stone (2004), this variation in results is in line with expectations.

As regards the difficulty of the Logical Sequence test (LS), it was observed that the items presented difficulty values ranging from -0.48 to 0.76, revealing that items are easy to answer, under the metric described by Linacre (2002) and Pasquali (2007). Three of the items were easier (items 1, 4 and 3), five were of midrange difficulty (2, 5, 6, 9 and 10) and two were more difficult (7 and 8).

The logical sequence test presented a mean infit value of 0.97 (SD = 0.45), with a minimum value of 0.65 and maximum value of 2.22. Based on the results presented in Table 1, it was observed that the items were a good fit overall; only item 2 presented a value above the acceptable range. Mean outfit was 0.95 (SD = 0.63), ranging from 0.43 to 2.45. The outfit values for items 2 and 3 were respectively above and below the acceptable range (Table 1). Correlation values for LS ranged from 0.41 to 0.76, indicating adequate variability (Wright & Stone, 2004).

The infit and outfit results for item 2 indicate that this item should undergo a qualitative analysis, aiming to identify the interference of distracters that may have influenced the response pattern, given that both the difficulty level of the item and its correlation values were found to be within the expected standards. Another hypothesis, supported under the perspective of Gahyva and Hage (2010), is that the procedure has provided more a measure of cognitive processes (e.g. perception, memory, attention and meta-language) than of comprehension of the sequence of scenes shown in the test.

Also with respect to Table 1, results for the Logical-Verbal Organization test (LVO) indicated an item difficulty range of -1.09 to 0.81, considered easy. Three easier items were identified (items 2, 5 and 6), five of midrange difficulty (1, 3, 4, 7 and 8), and two with difficulty values higher than 0.50 (9 and 10). The mean infit value for this test was 1.02 (SD = 0.35), with indices ranging from 0.68 to 1.89, within the acceptable critical range. LVO outfit values (Table 1) ranged from 0.67 to 1.85; only one item (item 1) was shown to be outside the acceptable range. Correlation indices for this test...
ranged from 0.53 to 0.74, indicating variability in the data (Wright & Stone, 2004).

In the Story Interpretation (SI) test, there was variability in the difficulty values of items, which ranged from -1.67 to 0.99. Item grouping revealed that three were easier (3, 4 and 10), three were of midrange difficulty (1, 2 and 5) and four items were more difficult than the others (6, 7, 8 and 9).

Mean infit was 1.05 ($SD = 0.16$), ranging from 0.89 to 1.48. The mean outfit value was 0.88 ($SD = 0.28$), ranging from 0.58 to 1.41. Both indices are within the acceptable critical value range, showing that the test items presented good fit. Correlation values for this test ranged from 0.29 to 0.75, indicating variability (Wright & Stone, 2004).

The Completing Sentences test (CSe) presented difficulty values of -1.47 to 2.51. Results in Table 2 show that some items were easier (2, 4, 7 and 10), with difficulty values ranging from -1.47 to -0.69; some were midrange, namely 5 (-0.09), 6 (0.13) and 8 (-0.36); and some were harder (1, 3 and 9), with values ranging from 0.74 to 2.51. Mean infit was 1.11 ($SD = 0.29$), ranging from 0.61 to 1.15. Outfit ranged from 0.61 to 1.15, with a mean value

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Item fit</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>Infit</th>
<th>Outfit</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own work.
of 0.89 (SD = 0.21). The fit indices are within the acceptable critical ranges. According to Wright and Stone (2004), the correlation between difficulty of items and responses given by the subjects showed adequate variability.

The difficulty level of the Completing Stories test (CSt) showed values ranging from -1.77 to 1.2, and items could be grouped into easy ones (2, 8 and 9), with indices from -1.77 to -1.18; midrange-difficulty items (1, 3, 6 and 10) with values ranging from -0.13 to 0.68; and difficult items (4, 5 and 7), with difficulty values ranging from 1.03 to 1.20.

Infit ranged from 0.82 to 1.78, with a mean value of 1.2 (SD = 0.29). Only one item (8) presented a value above the acceptable range (Table 2). The range of outfit values was from 0.19 to 1.06, with 0.81 as the mean (SD = 0.3). Two items, namely 8 and 9, presented outfit values below the acceptable critical range (Table 2).

It should be noted that the test items could be grouped into difficulty levels in all of the BILO tests, revealing a need to rearrange the items in version 4 of the battery, given that this is the objective of analyses of this nature, according to
Urbina (2007). For purposes of standardization, items sequenced by increasing difficulty may also support the establishment of a cut-off point.

A general analysis of the battery indicated that the CSe test had the items with the highest levels of difficulty, whereas the CSt test had the easiest items, although difficult items were detected in the MC, LS, LVO and SI tests. A possible hypothesis is that the difficulty of the CSe items is related to the fact that these items are not contextualized within a specific theme, and they also have one word omitted because they are organized under the Cloze Oriented System (Joly, 2007). This makes oral comprehension more difficult because language depends on the analysis of contingencies within a context of interaction (Araújo et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2010). Looking specifically at receptive language, according to Johnson et al. (2009), it is related to semantic aspects because it enables one to infer meanings of the linguistic code based on contexts in which they occur.

Regarding the fact that some CSt items were the easiest in the battery, it should be noted that, on one hand, the presence of multimedia resources might have favored a better performance by test respondents. The reason for this is that the computer-based test makes it possible to assess complex cognitive processes and abilities used in problem solving (Bennett, 2001; Joly & Reppold, 2010; Wall, 2000). On the other hand, according to Crespo-Allende and Alfaro-Faccio (2010), Geytenbeek et al. (2010), Hincapié-Henao et al. (2008), subjects revealed adequate vocabulary, grammatical structure, and consequently adequate development of language, which favors a better performance in oral comprehension.

According to Linacre (2002), it should be considered that infit and outfit values above the standard range (> 1.5) are more critical than those below it (< 0.5) as regards the precision estimate that they provide. Lower than expected outfit values were observed in items of the MC (9), LS (13), LVO (1) and CSt (10) tests. These items should remain in tests and be submitted to qualitative studies in the future.

Precision estimates were calculated using the Kuder-Richardson coefficient, which is provided by the analysis performed by the Winsteps program (version 3.70.0, Linacre, 2012) on each test of the BILOv3 battery. Indices ranged from 0.8 to 0.97, revealing good consistency (Table 3).

These values were higher than those reported in studies performed using different versions of BILO (Freitas, 2010; Istome, 2010; Joly, 2010; Joly & Dias, 2009; Joly & Piovezan, 2012; Joly et al., 2008; Joly et al., 2009; Joly, Reppold, & Dias, 2010; Soares et al., 2010). Therefore, according to the described analysis criteria, the observed presence of a single latent trait to be measured, and the described results, the items of all tests in the BILOv3 battery showed good fit from a structural perspective, which provides evidence of internal construct validity (Embritson & Reise, 2000; Evers, Sijtsma, Lucassem, & Meijer, 2010; Tristán & Vidal, 2007; Van der Linden & Hambleton, 2010).

**Table 3**

*Internal Consistency as Measured by Kuder-Richardson Coefficient*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morpho-syntactic Comprehension</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Sequence</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical-Verbal Organization</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story Interpretation</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing Sentences</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing Stories</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own work
Final Considerations

In light of the scarcity of instruments available for language assessment using psychometric characteristics, both internationally (Bishop et al., 2006) and in Brazil (Macedo et al., 2007), BILO is an important contribution for diagnosing receptive language disorders and the progress of linguistic pattern development in school-age children. It should be highlighted that BILO is one of the few computer-based batteries being studied in Brazil (Gurgel, 2010; Joly & Reppold, 2010).

We suggest that future studies be performed using the battery, so as to contemplate regional Brazilian samples with a view to standardizing the procedure. This could be based on standards targeted at typical development or for the measurement of diagnostic and prognostic criteria established by the DSM IVTR (American Psychiatric Association, 2002) for the assessment of language disorders, especially those related to oral language comprehension.
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